
KalliopeCTI V4 is a multi-platform software (available 
for Windows, macOS, and Linux) that allows you 
to access the primary corporate communication 
services easily.

KalliopeCTI V4 is available as a free version, or by 
purchasing Pro and Phone licenses (for a list of 
available features for each version, and to download 
KalliopeCTI V4 Free, visit www.kalliopepbx.com).

Click to call 
Trigger calls thanks to a convenient click-to-call 
service

All contacts in a single app
Consult the personal and shared address book (with 
the possibility to modify or add contacts)

Quick access to services 
Forget system codes and access services with a 
simple click

Chat and presence
Share presence information and communicate with 
other Kalliope users

Kalliope CTI V4
The new KalliopeCTI V4 is available in a completely 
redesigned format, more modern and intuitive for 
simplified management of your telephone services.
The most significant changes concern the aspects 
of Unified Communications, such as the addition of 
customizable presence status and group chats.

FUNCTIONALITY

Among the main features of KalliopeCTI V4 are 
automatic actions (opening URL and custom scripts), 
quick access to voicemail and audio-conferencing 
services, the busy lamp field, management of 
presence status, and chat.

KalliopeCTI V4 also offers numerous telephone 
services, such as the ability to simultaneously 
manage up to 4 calls, direct and offered transfer, 
place on hold, call recording and call back on busy 
booking.
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KalliopeCTI V4 in the Pro version also offers, among other things, the ability to remotely control physical 
phones.

Thanks to technological collaborations, all Snom and Yealink desktop models are supported.

KalliopeCTI V4 is also available in softphone mode; 
this license adds the SIP telephone engine to the 
present features.

With KalliopeCTI V4 Phone, we offer a complete 
solution, pre-configured and fully in line with the 
technological trends of the market.

Thanks to the remote control, it is possible to interact 
with the telephone directly from a PC.

Ultimately, with KalliopeCTI Pro, you no longer need to 
touch your phone!

KalliopeCTI is recently also available in a mobile 
version for Android and iOS devices.

All KalliopeCTI Pro and Phone licenses include a free 
Kalliope CTImobile license.

For more information on KalliopeCTI mobile, please 
consult our website or the appropriate documentation.
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